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Some of you have messaged me for more information. Here is a diagram taken from my book 
"The Astrology of Space" of how the mass ejection works and how the atmosphere and 
magnetic shield of Earth prevents more direct contact with the emission. It funnels into through 
the poles. 

 

 
 
Not the largest solar flare in history (Nov. 4. 2003), still this solar flare is the strongest since may 
of 2005 and (more important) has been termed “geoeffective” which means that it is located in 
the very center of the Sun and therefore coming directly at Earth. It is many times longer than 
the width of Earth so we will be bathed in its influence for some time. 
 
What does this mean? Good question. In esoteric astrology, the Sun is the heart of our 
innermost self, not to mention that externally it provides all heat, light, warmth, growth, etc. 
Think about that for just a nanosecond please. 
 
A flare is an eruption of mass and matter, this one central to us, so look inside and not outside 
for its effects. And inside means not just a little inside, but deep inside as in: who we are or feel 
we are or wonder-we-are. Such a deep shift or “touch” may slow us down a bit today or even for 
days and our decisions, outer events, projects, may well go on hold for a while, while we 
reorient ourselves and take it all in. 
 
These solar flares can be very strong events and I tend to just roll with them and not be too 
upset that whatever schedule I have going gets a little trampled on or rearranged. It is all good 
and awareness of these events on our part depends on how aware we are of any inner goings-
on. This is why I study meditation because I want to witness these inner changes and be aware 
of them.. 
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Nothing touches us more deeply than solar change. And there is absolutely nothing we can do 
about it, so time out a bit and experience them if you can.  
 
Large solar eruptions typically are equivalent to several hundred million hydrogen bombs, 
enough energy to supply Earth for the next 100 million years. More important scientists have 
found that the Sun emits theta waves during very strong eruptions. Brain waves in the frequency 
of theta waves are what occur when meditators go into deep meditation. The Sun is 
communicating to us or properly put: we are speaking to ourselves deep beyond thought or 
thinking. Right now. 
 
The key to understanding this is interdependency. All of the mechanistic parts scientists 
measure combine in a whole living entity that is knowing itself through us. Interdependency is 
key to holistic vision. We (our consciousness) are the eyeball of the universe looking at itself. I 
have written for decades now that “we” already are the spaceman we vainly search for. In other 
words, we are intelligent life… the intelligent life of the galaxy coming to know itself.  
 
Large solar eruptions around the time of sunspot maximum (coming around July of 2013) are 
deeply, deeply creative and seminal, creative beyond anything else imaginable. So prepare for 
a very creative time now and in the next years or so to come. Work on your awareness so you 
can witness this creativity in real time. 
 


